
Résumé. On étudie la différence entre les catégories internes et les
groupoïdes internes en termes de propriétés de Malcev généralisées—la pro-
priété de Malcev faible d’un côté, et l’n-permutabilité de l’autre. Dans
la première partie de l’article on donne des conditions sur les structures
catégoriques internes qui détectent si la catégorie ambiante est naturellement
de Malcev, de Malcev ou faiblement de Malcev. On démontre que celles-ci
ne dépendent pas de l’existence de produits binaires. Dans la seconde partie
on se concentre sur les variétés d’algèbres universelles.

Abstract. We study the difference between internal categories and internal
groupoids in terms of generalised Mal’tsev properties—the weak Mal’tsev
property on the one hand, and n-permutability on the other. In the first part of
the article we give conditions on internal categorical structures which detect
whether the surrounding category is naturally Mal’tsev, Mal’tsev or weakly
Mal’tsev. We show that these do not depend on the existence of binary
products. In the second part we focus on varieties of algebras.
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Introduction
In this article we study the difference between internal categories and in-
ternal groupoids through the generalised Mal’tsev properties their surround-
ing category may have—the weak Mal’tsev property on the one hand, and
n-permutability on the other. Conversely, or equivalently, we try to better un-
derstand these Mal’tsev conditions by providing new characterisations and
new examples for them, singling out distinctive properties of a given type of
category via properties of its internal categorical structures: internal catego-
ries, (pre)groupoids, relations.

The first part of the text gives a conceptual unification of three levels of
Mal’tsev properties: naturally Mal’tsev categories [10] using groupoids, cat-
egories, pregroupoids, etc. (Theorem 2.2), Mal’tsev categories [2, 3] using
equivalence relations, preorders, difunctional relations (Theorem 2.5), and
weakly Mal’tsev categories [14] via strong equivalence relations, strong pre-
orders, difunctional strong relations (Theorem 2.8). Each of the resulting
collections of equivalent conditions is completely parallel to the others, and
such that a weaker collection of conditions is characterised by a smaller class
of internal structures.

Some of these characterisations are well established, whereas some oth-
ers are less familiar; what is new in all cases is the context in which we prove
them: we never use binary products, but restrict ourselves to categories in
which kernel pairs and split pullbacks exist.

The notion of weakly Mal’tsev category is probably not as well known
as the others. It was introduced in [14] as a setting where any internal re-
flexive graph admits at most one structure of internal category. It turned out
that this new notion is weaker than the concept of Mal’tsev category. But,
unlike in Mal’tsev categories, in this setting not every internal category is
automatically an internal groupoid. This gave rise to the following problem:
to characterise those weakly Mal’tsev categories in which internal categories
and internal groupoids coincide.

In Section 3 we observe that, in a weakly Mal’tsev category with kernel
pairs and equalisers, the following hold: (1) the forgetful functor from in-
ternal categories to multiplicative graphs is an isomorphism; (2) the forgetful
functor from internal groupoids to internal categories is an isomorphism if
and only if every internal preorder is an equivalence relation (Theorem 3.1).
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We study some varietal implications of this result in Section 4. In finitary
quasivarieties of universal algebra, the latter condition—that reflexivity and
transitivity together imply symmetry—is known to be equivalent to the vari-
ety being n-permutable, for some n (Proposition 4.4). On the way we recall
Proposition 4.3, a result due to Hagemann [6]—see also the monograph [4],
and the article [9] where it is proved in the context of regular categories. We
furthermore explain how to construct a weakly Mal’tsev quasivariety start-
ing from a Goursat (= 3-permutable) quasivariety (Proposition 4.8), and use
this procedure to show that categories which are both weakly Mal’tsev and
Goursat still need not be Mal’tsev (Example 4.9).

Of course, via part (2) of Theorem 3.1, our Proposition 4.4 implies that,
in an n-permutable weakly Mal’tsev variety, every internal category is an in-
ternal groupoid—but surprisingly, here in fact the weak Mal’tsev property is
not needed: n-permutability suffices, as was recently proved by Rodelo [17]
and further explored in the paper [15]. This indicates that there may still be
hidden connections between these two (a priori independent) weakenings of
the Mal’tsev axiom.

1 Preliminaries
We recall the definitions and basic properties of some internal categorical
structures which we shall use throughout this article.

1.1 Split pullbacks
Let C be any category. A diagram in C of the form

E
p2 ,2

p1

��

C
e2

lr

g

��
A

f ,2

e1

LR

B
r

lr

s

LR

(A)

such that

gp2 “ f p1, p1e2 “ rg, e1r “ e2s, p2e1 “ s f
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and
p1e1 “ 1A, f r “ 1B, gs “ 1B, p2e2 “ 1C

is called a double split epimorphism. When we call a double split epimor-
phism a pullback we refer to the commutative square of split epimorphisms
f p1 “ gp2. Any pullback of a split epimorphism along a split epimorphism
gives rise to a double split epimorphism; we say that C has split pullbacks
when the pullback of a split epimorphism along a split epimorphism always
exists.

In a category with split pullbacks C , any diagram such as

A
f ,2

α

�$

B
r

lr
s
,2

β

��

C
glr

γ

z�
D

(B)

where f r “ 1B “ gs and αr “ β “ γs induces a diagram

C

e2z� g �$

γ

"*
AˆB C

π2
:D

π1 �$

B

rz�

s
Zd

β ,2 D

A

f
:D

e1
Zd

α

4< (C)

in which the square is a double split epimorphism. This kind of diagram
will appear in the statements of Theorem 2.2, 2.5 and 2.8 as part of a uni-
versal property: under certain conditions we expect it to induce a (unique)
morphism ϕ : AˆB C Ñ D such that ϕe1 “ α and ϕe2 “ γ.

1.2 Internal groupoids
A reflexive graph in C is a diagram of the form

C1

d ,2

c
,2 C0elr (D)

such that de “ 1C0 “ ce.
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A multiplicative graph in C is a diagram of the form

C2

π2 ,2

π1
,2

m ,2 C1
e2lr

e1lr

d ,2

c
,2 C0elr (E)

where
me1 “ 1C1 “ me2, dm “ dπ2 and cm “ cπ1

and the double split epimorphism

C2
π2 ,2

π1

��

C1e2
lr

c

��
C1

d ,2

e1

LR

C0e
lr

e

LR

is a pullback. Observe that a multiplicative graph is in particular a reflexive
graph (de “ 1C0 “ ce) and that the morphisms e1 and e2 are universally
induced by the pullback:

e1 “ x1C1 , edy and e2 “ xec, 1C1y.

When the category C admits split pullbacks we shall refer to a multiplicative
graph simply as

C2
m ,2 C1

d ,2

c
,2 C0.elr

An internal category is a multiplicative graph which satisfies the asso-
ciativity condition mp1ˆ mq “ mpmˆ 1q.

An internal groupoid is an internal category where both squares dm “

dπ2 and cm “ cπ1 are pullbacks (see for instance [1, Proposition A.3.7]).
Equivalently, there should be a morphism t : C1 Ñ C1 with ct “ d, dt “ c
and mx1C1 , ty “ ec, mxt, 1C1y “ ed.

In the following sections we shall consider the obvious forgetful functors

GrpdpC q
U3 ,2 CatpC q

U2 ,2 MGpC q
U1 ,2 RGpC q

from groupoids in C to internal categories, to multiplicative graphs, to re-
flexive graphs. We write U12 and U123 for the induced composites U1U2 and
U1U2U3, respectively.
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1.3 Internal pregroupoids
A pregroupoid [12, 11, 7] in C is a span

pd, cq “

D
d

z�

c

�$
D0 D10

together with a structure of the form

DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D
p2 ,2

p1

��

p1q

DˆD1
0

D
c2 ,2

c1

��

i2
lr

p2q

D

c

��
DˆD0 D d2 ,2

d1

��

i1

LR

p3q

D c
,2

d

��

D10

D
d

,2 D0

(F)

where (1), (2) and (3) are pullback squares, the morphisms i1, i2 are deter-
mined by

p1i1 “ 1DˆD0 D, p2i1 “ xd2, d2y

and
p2i2 “ 1DˆD1

0
D, p1i2 “ xc1, c1y

and there is a further morphism p : DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D Ñ D which satisfies the
conditions

pi1 “ d1 and pi2 “ c2, (G)
dp “ dc2 p2 and cp “ cd1 p1. (H)
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When C admits split pullbacks and kernel pairs, we shall refer to a pregroup-
oid structure simply as a structure

D10

DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D
p ,2 D

c

4<

d
"*
D0.

(I)

In order to have a visual picture, we may think of the object D as having
elements of the form

cpxq dpxqxlr or ¨ ¨
xlr

and hence the “elements” of D ˆD0 D, D ˆD1
0

D and D ˆD0 D ˆD1
0

D are,
respectively, of the form

¨ ¨
xlr y ,2 ¨ , ¨

x ,2 ¨ ¨
ylr

and
¨ ¨

xlr y ,2 ¨ ¨.
zlr

Observe that the morphism p is a kind of Mal’tsev operation in the sense
that ppx, y, yq “ x and ppx, x, yq “ y (the conditions (G)). Furthermore,
dppx, y, zq “ dz and cppx, y, zq “ cx by (H).

In the following sections we shall also consider the forgetful functor

V : PreGrpdpC q Ñ SpanpC q

from the category of pregroupoids to the category of spans in C .
The definition of pregroupoid also contains the associativity axiom, ask-

ing that ppppx, y, zq, u, vq “ ppx, y, ppz, u, vqq whenever both sides of the
equation make sense. We shall not assume this, but rather deduce the prop-
erty in the naturally Mal’tsev and (weakly) Mal’tsev contexts.
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1.4 Relations
The notions of reflexive relation, preorder (or reflexive and transitive rela-
tion), equivalence relation, and difunctional relation, may all be obtained,
respectively, from the notions of reflexive graph, internal category (or mul-
tiplicative graph), internal groupoid, and pregroupoid, simply by imposing
the extra condition that the pair of morphisms pd, cq is jointly monomorphic.
We will also consider strong relations: here the pair of morphisms pd, cq is
jointly strongly monomorphic.

2 Mal’tsev conditions
In this section we study some established and some less known character-
isations of Mal’tsev and naturally Mal’tsev categories in terms of internal
categorical structures. We extend these characterisations, which are usually
considered in a context with finite limits, to a more general setting: cate-
gories with kernel pairs and split pullbacks. In particular we shall never
assume that binary products exist. This allows for a treatment of weakly
Mal’tsev categories in a manner completely parallel to the treatment of the
two stronger notions.

2.1 Naturally Mal’tsev categories
We first consider the notion of naturally Mal’tsev category [10] in a context
where binary products are not assumed to exist. This may seem strange, as
the original definition takes place in a category with binary products (and
no other limits). We can do this because the main characterisation of natu-
rally Mal’tsev categories—as those categories for which the forgetful functor
from internal groupoids to reflexive graphs is an isomorphism—is generally
stated in a finitely complete context. This context may be even further re-
duced: we shall show that the existence of kernel pairs and split pullbacks is
sufficient.

Theorem 2.2. Let C be a category with kernel pairs and split pullbacks.
The following are equivalent:

(i) the functor U123 : GrpdpC q Ñ RGpC q is an isomorphism;
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(ii) the functor U12 : CatpC q Ñ RGpC q has a section;

(iii) the functor U1 : MGpC q Ñ RGpC q has a section;

(iv) the functor V : PreGrpdpC q Ñ SpanpC q has a section;

(v) for every diagram such as (B) in C , given any span

D
d

z�

c

�$
D0 D10

such that dα “ dβ f and cγ “ cβg, there is a unique ϕ : AˆB C Ñ D
such that

ϕe1 “ α, ϕe2 “ γ and dϕ “ dγπ2, cϕ “ cαπ1. (J)

If the above equivalent conditions hold, then the functors U12, U1 and V are
also isomorphisms. Furthermore, any pregroupoid is associative.

Proof. (i) ñ (ii) follows by composing the inverse of U123 from (i) with
the functor U3 : GrpdpC q Ñ CatpC q. For (ii) ñ (iii) we compose with
U2 : CatpC q Ñ MGpC q. Let us prove (iii) ñ (iv).

Suppose that the functor U1 has a section. Then any reflexive graph
admits a canonical morphism m

C2
m ,2 C1

d ,2

c
,2 C0elr

such that me1 “ 1C1 “ me2, dm “ dπ2 and cm “ cπ1 as in the definition of
a multiplicative graph. Furthermore, this morphism is natural, in the sense
that, for any morphism f “ p f1, f0q of reflexive graphs, the diagram

C2
m ,2

f2

��

C1

f1

��

d ,2

c
,2 C0elr

f0

��
C12 m1

,2 C11
d1
,2

c1
,2 C10e1lr

(K)
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with f2 “ f1 ˆ f0 f1 commutes.
To prove that the functor V has a section, we have to construct a pre-

groupoid structure for any given span

D
d

z�
c

�$
D0 D10.

Let us consider the reflexive graph

DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D
c2 p2 ,2

d1 p1

,2 D∆lr (L)

(see diagram (F)) where an “element” of DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D

¨ ¨
xlr y ,2 ¨ ¨

zlr

is viewed as an arrow y having domain x and codomain z. It is clearly reflex-
ive, with ∆pxq “ px, x, xq being the identity on x. It is a multiplicative graph
because the functor U1 has a section. The desired pregroupoid structure p
for pD, d, cq is obtained by the following procedure: given

¨ ¨
xlr y ,2 ¨ ¨

zlr

in DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D, consider the pair of composable arrows

p¨
x ,2 ¨ ¨

xlr y ,2 ¨ , ¨
y ,2 ¨ ¨

zlr z ,2 ¨q

in the reflexive graph (L). Since this reflexive graph is multiplicative, mul-
tiply in order to obtain

¨
x ,2 ¨ ¨

ppx,y,zqlr z ,2 ¨

and project to the middle component.
The equalities ppx, y, yq “ x and ppx, x, yq “ y simply follow from the

multiplicative identities me1 “ 1C1 “ me2 of the multiplicative graph. Like-
wise, dppx, y, zq “ dz and cppx, y, zq “ cx. This construction is functorial
because the multiplication is natural.
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Next we prove that, if V has a section, then the category C satisfies
Condition (v). Consider a diagram such as (C) above and a suitable span
pd, cq. We have to construct a morphism ϕ : AˆB C Ñ D which satisfies the
needed conditions, and prove that this ϕ is unique. To do so, we use the
natural pregroupoid structure p : D ˆD0 D ˆD1

0
D Ñ D. Since dα “ dβ f ,

cγ “ cβg and αr “ β “ γs, there is an induced morphism

xαπ1, β fπ1, γπ2y : AˆB C Ñ DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D.

It assigns to any pa, cq with f paq “ b “ gpcq in AˆB C a triple

¨ ¨
αpaqlr βpbq ,2 ¨ ¨

γpcqlr

in DˆD0 DˆD1
0
D. The desired morphism ϕ : AˆBC Ñ D is then obtained by

taking its composition in the pregroupoid, i.e., ϕpa, cq “ ppαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq
or

ϕ “ pxαπ1, β fπ1, γπ2y.

This proves existence; the equalities ϕpa, b, spbqq “ αpaq and ϕprpbq, b, cq “
γpcq follow from the properties of p, as do dϕ “ dγπ2 and cϕ “ cαπ1.

Now we show that the equalities (J) determine ϕ uniquely. Let us con-
sider the span

AˆB C
π2

z�

π1

�$
C A

with its induced pregroupoid structure

p : pAˆB Cq ˆC pAˆB Cq ˆA pAˆB Cq Ñ AˆB C;

if the morphisms in this pregroupoid are viewed as arrows

a c
pa,cqlr

then the operation p takes a composable triple

a c
pa,cqlr pa1,cq ,2a1 c1

pa1,c1qlr
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and sends it to

a c1
pa,c1qlr

in AˆB C. Note that this pregroupoid structure is unique, because the given
span is a relation; in fact, its existence expresses the relation’s difunctional-
ity. Further note that it is a strong relation (cf. Theorem 2.8 below).

The morphism ϕ now gives rise to a morphism of pregroupoids, deter-
mined by the morphism of spans

C

dγ

��

AˆB C

ϕ

��

π1 ,2π2lr A

cα

��
D0 D c

,2
d

lr D10.

We write

ϕ1 : pAˆB Cq ˆC pAˆB Cq ˆA pAˆB Cq Ñ DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D

for the induced morphism to see that

ϕpa, cq “ ϕppa s f paqlr ,2rgpcq clr q

“ pϕ1pa s f paqlr ,2rgpcq clr q

“ pp¨ ¨
ϕe1paqlr ϕe1rpbq ,2 ¨ ¨

ϕe2pcqlr q

“ pp¨ ¨
αpaqlr βpbq ,2 ¨ ¨

γpcqlr q

“ ppαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq

and ϕ is uniquely determined.
Next we prove that (v) implies Condition (i) in our theorem. Given a

reflexive graph (D), a unique multiplication m satisfying (J), so

me1 “ 1C1 , me2 “ 1C1 and dm “ dπ2, cm “ cπ1,

is induced by the diagram

C1
d ,2 C0e

lr
e
,2

e

��

C1
clr

C1
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together with the span pd, cq.
The naturality of m (see diagram (K)) follows from the uniqueness of the

morphism induced by the diagram

C1
d ,2

f1
�$

C0e
lr

e
,2

e1 f0

��

C1
clr

f1
z�

C11

and the span pd1, c1q: indeed, both f1m and m1 f2 qualify. This already gives
us Condition (iii) in its strong form where U1 is an isomorphism.

The associativity condition (needed for (ii)) follows from the uniqueness
of the morphism induced by the diagram

C2
π2 ,2

m
�$

C1e2
lr

e1
,2 C2 :

π1lr

m
z�

C1

indeed, both mp1C1 ˆmq and mpmˆ 1C1q satisfy the required conditions (J),
so they coincide.

The existence of inverses (needed for (i)) follows from the diagram

C2
m ,2

π2
�$

C1e2
lr

e1
,2 C2

mlr

π1
z�

C1

as explained in [14].
To show that the functor V is an isomorphism, given a span pd, cq, we

use the diagram

Dd,c

c2 p2 ,2 D
∆

lr
∆
,2

∆

��

Dd,c

d1 p1lr

Dd,c
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where Dd,c “ D ˆD0 D ˆD1
0

D and ∆ “ x1D, 1D, 1Dy to prove uniqueness of
its pregroupoid structure.

Finally, given a pregroupoid (I), its associativity follows by using (v) on
the diagram

Dd,c

c2 p2 ,2

p
�$

D
∆

lr
∆
,2 Dd,c

d1 p1lr

p
z�

D,

because the morphisms
Dd,c ˆD Dd,c Ñ D

defined by sending px, y, z, u, vq to ppppx, y, zq, u, vq or to ppx, y, ppz, u, vqq
both meet the requirements, so they must agree by the uniqueness in (v). �

Observe that, in the case of finite limits, any one of the equivalent condi-
tions of Theorem 2.2 is a characterisation for the notion of naturally Mal’tsev
category introduced in [10]. Indeed, the Mal’tsev operation on an object X
is determined by the diagram

X ˆ X
π2 ,2

π1

�$

X
x1X ,1Xy

lr
x1X ,1Xy

,2 X ˆ X
π1lr

π2

z�
X

together with the span 1 Ð X Ñ 1.
In the presence of coequalisers, when every span in C is naturally en-

dowed with a unique pregroupoid structure, there is an interchange law for
composable strings valid in any pregroupoid in C .

Proposition 2.3. Let C be a category with kernel pairs, split pullbacks and
coequalisers satisfying the conditions (i)–(v). Consider a pregroupoid (I)
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in C . Then for any configuration of the shape

¨ ¨

¨
x1

Zd

x2

z�

y1

:D

y2

�$

¨
z1

Zd

z2

z�
¨ ¨

¨
x3

Zd

y3

:D

¨
z3

Zd

(M)

in this pregroupoid, the equality

ppppx1, x2, x3q, ppy1, y2, y3q, ppz1, z2, z3qq

“ ppppx1, y1, z1q, ppx2, y2, z2q, ppx3, y3, z3qq (N)

holds.

Proof. It suffices to consider the pregroupoid in C in which the configura-
tions (M) are the composable triples, and then the equality will follow by
naturality of the pregroupoid structures. This pregroupoid

D10

DˆD0
DˆD1

0
D

p ,2 D

d“xdp,dπy
!)

c“xcp,cπy

5>

D0

is determined by the span pxdp, dπy, xcp, cπyq where D “ DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D,

D0 “ D0 ˆQ D0 D0
Coeqpdp,dπq ,2Q

D10 “ D10 ˆQ1 D10 D10
Coeqpcp,cπq ,2Q1

and the middle projection π “ d2 p1 “ c1 p2 : DˆD0 DˆD1
0

D Ñ D (dia-
gram (F)) maps a composable triple px1, x2, x3q to x2. It is easily checked
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¨ ¨

¨ ¨

¨ ¨

¨

ppx1,x2,x3q

QX

ppy1,y2,y3q

FM

¨

ppz1,z2,z3q

QX ¨ ¨

¨ ¨

ppx1,y1,z1q

fm

ppx2,y2,z2q

qx¨ ¨

¨ ¨

ppx1,y1,z1q

fm

Figure 1: Vertical and horizontal composition

that the morphism p which sends (M) to its horizontal composite—the com-
posable triple

pppx1, y1, z1q, ppx2, y2, z2q, ppx3, y3, z3qq

in D, see Figure 1—determines a pregroupoid structure (hence, the unique
one) on this span.

Furthermore, by naturality of pregroupoid structures, the morphism of
spans

D0

��

D

p

��

xcp,cπy ,2xdp,dπylr D10

��
D0 D c

,2
d

lr D10

induces a morphism p1 : DˆD0
DˆD1

0
D Ñ D such that pp1 “ pp, which

gives us the required equality (N). Indeed, the induced morphism p1 takes
(M) and sends it to its vertical composite—the composable triple

pppx1, x2, x3q, ppy1, y2, y3q, ppz1, z2, z3qq

in D, see again Figure 1. �

Note that the equality (N) is a partial version of the Mal’tsev operation p
being autonomous, see [10].

2.4 Mal’tsev categories
Restricting Theorem 2.2 to the case where the morphisms d and c are jointly
monomorphic we obtain the well known characterisation [3] for Mal’tsev
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categories.

Theorem 2.5. Let C be a category with kernel pairs and split pullbacks.
The following are equivalent:

(i’) every reflexive relation is an equivalence relation;

(ii’) every reflexive relation is a preorder;

(iii’) every reflexive relation is transitive;

(iv’) every relation is difunctional;

(v’) for every diagram such as (B) in C , given any relation

D
d

z�

c

�$
D0 D10

such that dα “ dβ f and cγ “ cβg, there is a unique ϕ : AˆB C Ñ D
such that

ϕe1 “ α, ϕe2 “ γ and dϕ “ dγπ2, cϕ “ cαπ1.

Proof. By restricting to relations one easily adapts the proof of Theorem 2.2
to the present situation. �

An important result on Mal’tsev categories is the following one, usually
stated for finite limits [3]; it follows, for instance, from Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 2.6. Let C be a category with kernel pairs, split pullbacks and
equalisers, satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.5. Then the
forgetful functor

U3 : GrpdpC q Ñ CatpC q

is an isomorphism. �
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2.7 Weakly Mal’tsev categories
A category is said to be weakly Mal’tsev when it has split pullbacks and
every induced pair of morphisms into the pullback pe1, e2q as in Diagram (A)
above is jointly epimorphic [14].

Further restricting the conditions of Theorem 2.2 to the case where the
morphisms d and c are jointly strongly monomorphic—and calling such a
span a strong relation [8]—we obtain a characterisation of weakly Mal’tsev
categories.

Theorem 2.8. Let C be a category with kernel pairs and split pullbacks.
The following are equivalent:

(i”) every reflexive strong relation is an equivalence relation;

(ii”) every reflexive strong relation is a preorder;

(iii”) every reflexive strong relation is transitive;

(iv”) every strong relation is difunctional;

(v”) for every diagram such as (B) in C , given any strong relation

D
d

z�

c

�$
D0 D10

such that dα “ dβ f and cγ “ cβg, there is a unique ϕ : AˆB C Ñ D
such that

ϕe1 “ α, ϕe2 “ γ and dϕ “ dγπ2, cϕ “ cαπ1.

Proof. By restricting to strong relations one easily adapts the proof of The-
orem 2.2 to the present situation. �

Theorem 2.9. Let C be a category with kernel pairs, split pullbacks and
equalisers. The following are equivalent:

1. C is a weakly Mal’tsev category;
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2. C satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.8.

Proof. In the presence of equalisers, the weak Mal’tsev axiom is equivalent
to Condition (iv”)—see [8]. �

Mimicking the argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2, it is
easily seen that in a weakly Mal’tsev category, any internal pregroupoid is
associative. The corresponding result for internal multiplicative graphs is
treated in the following section.

3 Internal categories vs. internal groupoids
We prove that, in a weakly Mal’tsev category with kernel pairs and equal-
isers, internal categories are internal groupoids if and only if every preorder
is an equivalence relation.

Theorem 3.1. Let C be a weakly Mal’tsev category with kernel pairs and
equalisers. Then:

1. the forgetful functor

U2 : CatpC q Ñ MGpC q

is an isomorphism;

2. the forgetful functor

U3 : GrpdpC q Ñ CatpC q

is an isomorphism if and only if every internal preorder in C is an
equivalence relation.

Part (1) of this result was already obtained in [14] where the definition
of multiplicative graph does not include the conditions dm “ dπ2 and cm “

cπ1. Indeed, in this context they automatically hold. The proof of Part (2)
depends on the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Let C be a weakly Mal’tsev category with equalisers. Given a
category (E) in C , the morphisms

xπ1,my : C2 Ñ C1 ˆc C1 and xm, π2y : C2 Ñ C1 ˆd C1

are monomorphisms; this means that the multiplication is cancellable on
both sides.

Proof. We shall prove xπ1,my is a monomorphism. A similar argument
shows the same for xm, π2y.

First observe that the kernel pairs C1ˆc C1, C1ˆd C1, C2ˆm C2, C2ˆπ1 C2

and C2 ˆπ2 C2 exist because c, d, m, π1 and π2 are split epimorphisms. To
prove that xπ1,my is a monomorphism is the same as proving for every x,
y : Z Ñ C2 that

π1x “ π1y
mx “ my

+

ñ π2x “ π2y.

Assuming that π1x “ π1y we have induced morphisms

xx, yy and xe2π2x, e2π2yy : Z Ñ C2 ˆπ1 C2.

Indeed, π1e2π2x “ π1e2π2y as π1e2π2 “ ecπ2 “ edπ1. Considering the
equaliser pS , xs1, s2yq of the pair of morphisms

C2 ˆπ1 C2
,2 ,2 C2

m ,2 C1,

and identifying C2ˆπ1 C2 with C1ˆC0 pC1ˆc C1q we obtain a strong relation

S
s1

z�

s2

�$
C1 C1 ˆc C1

which may be pictured as
¨ ¨

x1lr ¨
x2lr

¨ ¨y1
lr ¨y2

lr

with x1 “ y1 and px1 “ y1qS px2, y2q if and only if x1x2 “ y1y2.
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By Theorem 2.8, this relation, being a strong relation, is also difunctional
and the argument used on page 103 of [3] also applies here to show that

xe2π2x, e2π2yy “ xs1, s2ypixx, yy,

where p : S S´1S Ñ S is obtained by difunctionality, xx, yy : Z Ñ S is the
factorisation of xx, yy through the equaliser (we are assuming that mx “ my),
and the morphism i : S Ñ S S´1S , which sends px1 “ y1qS px2, y2q to

p1 “ 1qS p1, 1qS´1
px1 “ y1qS px2, y2q,

may be pictured as follows.

¨
1

z�

1

�$

¨
x2

z�
¨ ¨

1lr ¨ y1

x1 ,2 ¨ ¨
x1

y1
lr

¨

1

Yd

1

:E

¨

y2

Yd

This proves that xe2π2x, e2π2yy factors through the equaliser S , so we may
conclude that

me2π2x “ me2π2y,

or π2x “ π2y as desired. �

Proof of Theorem 3.1. If the functor U3 is an isomorphism then in particular
any preorder is an equivalence relation. For the converse, assume that every
preorder is an equivalence relation (and every strong relation is difunctional).
Given any category (E) we shall prove that it is a groupoid. For this to
happen it suffices that there is a morphism t : C1 Ñ C1 with ct “ d and
mx1C1 , ty “ ec (see, for instance, [14]).

By Lemma 3.2 we already know that the morphisms xm, π2y and xπ1,my
are monomorphisms. This means that the reflexive graph

C2

m ,2

π1
,2 C1e1lr
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is a reflexive relation, and since it is transitive—by assumption it is a multi-
plicative graph—it is an equivalence relation. Hence there is a morphism

τ “ xm, qy : C2 Ñ C2

such that mτ “ π1. Now t “ qe2 is the needed morphism C1 Ñ C1. Indeed
dm “ cq, because xm, qy is a morphism into the pullback C2, so that

ct “ cqe2 “ dme2 “ d;

furthermore,

mx1C1 , ty “ mxme2, qe2y “ mxm, qye2 “ π1e2 “ ec,

which completes the proof. �

Remark 3.3. In general, a category can be weakly Mal’tsev without Con-
dition (2) of Theorem 3.1 holding. For instance, in the category of commu-
tative monoids with cancellation, the relation ď on the monoid of natural
numbers N is a preorder which is not an equivalence relation.

Remark 3.4. It is possible for a category to satisfy both Condition (1) and
Condition (2) of Theorem 3.1 without being Mal’tsev: see the following
section.

4 The varietal case
When we restrict to varieties, the condition “every internal preorder is an
equivalence relation” singled out in part (2) of Theorem 3.1 is known to be
equivalent to the variety being n-permutable for some n. We explain how
to prove this when passing via a characterisation of n-permutability due to
Hagemann.

4.1 Finitary quasivarieties
Just like a variety of algebras is determined by certain identities between
terms, a quasivariety also admits quasi-identities in its definition, i.e., ex-
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pressions of the form

v1px1, . . . , xkq “ w1px1, . . . , xkq

...

vnpx1, . . . , xkq “ wnpx1, . . . , xkq

,

/

/

.

/

/

-

ñ vn`1px1, . . . , xkq “ wn`1px1, . . . , xkq

—see, for instance, [13] for more details. It is well known that any quasivari-
ety may be obtained as a regular epi-reflective subcategory of a variety, and
more generally the sub-quasivarieties of a quasivariety correspond to its reg-
ular epi-reflective subcategories. In particular, sub-quasivarieties are closed
under subobjects.

4.2 n-Permutable varieties
The following equivalent conditions due to Hagemann [6] describe what it
means for a variety to be n-permutable. (Recall that 2-permutability is just
the Mal’tsev property and a regular category which is 3-permutable is called
Goursat [2].)

Proposition 4.3. For a finitary quasivariety V and a natural number n ě 2,
the following are equivalent:

1. for any two equivalence relations R and S on an object A, we have
pR, S qn “ pS ,Rqn;

2. there exist n´ 1 terms w1, . . . , wn´1 in V such that
$

’

&

’

%

w1px, z, zq “ x
wipx, x, zq “ wi`1px, z, zq
wn´1px, x, zq “ z;

3. for any reflexive relation R, we have R´1 Ă Rn´1.

In fact, this result is valid in regular categories, as shown in [9]. Also the
following result is known [5]:

Proposition 4.4. For a finitary quasivariety V , the following are equivalent:
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1. in V , every internal preorder is an equivalence relation;

2. V is n-permutable for some n.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3, if Condition (2) holds then for every reflexive re-
lation R in V we have that R´1 Ă Rn´1. Now if R is transitive then Rn´1 Ă R,
so that R´1 Ă R, which means that R is symmetric.

To prove the converse, suppose that every internal preorder in V is an
equivalence relation. Let A be the free algebra on the set tx, zu and let R be
the reflexive relation on A consisting of all pairs

pwpx, x, zq,wpx, z, zqq

for w a ternary term. Then the pair px, zq is in R. By assumption, the transitive
closure R of R is also symmetric, hence contains the pair pz, xq. This means
that pz, xq may be expressed through a chain of finite length in R. More
precisely, there exists a natural number n and ternary terms w1, . . . , wn´1

such that

z “ wn´1px, x, zqRwn´1px, z, zq “ wn´2px, x, zqRwn´2pz, z, xq “
¨ ¨ ¨ “ w1px, x, zqRw1px, z, zq “ x.

By Proposition 4.3 this means that V is n-permutable. �

Remark 4.5. This of course raises the question whether a similar result
would hold in a purely categorical context. It seems difficult to obtain the
number n which occurs in Condition (2) of Proposition 4.4 without using free
algebra structures, which are not available in general. And indeed, a counter-
example exists [15]. On the other hand, the implication (2) ñ (1) admits a
proof which is almost categorical—but depends on a characterisation of n-
permutability for regular categories as in Condition (3) of Proposition 4.3.
This is the subject of the articles [18] and [9].

Remark 4.6. Through Theorem 3.1, this result implies that in an n-permu-
table weakly Mal’tsev variety, every internal category is an internal group-
oid. On the other hand, using different techniques, and without assuming the
weak Mal’tsev condition, Rodelo recently proved that in any n-permutable
variety, internal categories and internal groupoids coincide [17]. Whence
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the question: how different are n-permutable varieties from weakly Mal’tsev
ones? The only thing we know about this so far is that the two conditions
together are not strong enough to imply that the variety is Mal’tsev (see Ex-
ample 4.9). Further note that the conditions (IC1) and (IC2) considered in
the paper [17], that is, dm “ dπ2 and cm “ cπ1 in (E), come for free in
a weakly Mal’tsev category. Outside this context, however, it is no longer
clear whether or not they will always hold.

4.7 Constructing weakly Mal’tsev quasivarieties
A 3-permutable (quasi)variety always contains a canonical subvariety which
is also weakly Mal’tsev. This allows us to construct examples of weakly
Mal’tsev categories which are 3-permutable but not 2-permutable—thus we
see, in particular, that in a weakly Mal’tsev category C , categories and
groupoids may coincide, even without C being Mal’tsev.

Proposition 4.8. Let V be a Goursat finitary quasivariety with w1, w2 the
terms obtained using Proposition 4.3. Then the sub-quasivariety W of V
defined by the quasi-identity

w1px, a, bq “ w2pa, b, cq “ w1px1, a, bq
w2pb, c, xq “ w1pa, b, cq “ w2pb, c, x1q

+

ñ x “ x1

is weakly Mal’tsev.

Proof. For any split pullback

AˆB C
p2 ,2

p1

��

C
e2
lr

g

��
A

f ,2

e1

LR

B
r

lr

s

LR

we have to show that e1 and e2 are jointly epic: any two ϕ, ϕ1 : AˆB C Ñ D
such that

ϕe1 “ α “ ϕ1e1 and ϕe2 “ γ “ ϕ1e2
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must coincide. We use the notations from Diagram (C) and consider a P A
and c P C with f paq “ b “ gpcq. Then

w1pϕpa, cq, αpaq, βpbqq “ w1pϕpa, cq, ϕpa, spbqq, ϕprpbq, spbqqq
“ ϕpw1pa, a, rpbqq,w1pc, spbq, spbqqq
“ ϕpw2pa, rpbq, rpbqq, cq
“ ϕpw2pa, rpbq, rpbqq,w2pspbq, spbq, cqq
“ w2pϕpa, spbqq, ϕprpbq, spbqq, ϕprpbq, cqq
“ w2pαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq

and

w2pβpbq, γpcq, ϕpa, cqq “ w2pϕprpbq, spbqq, ϕprpbq, cq, ϕpa, cqq
“ ϕpw2prpbq, rpbq, aq,w2pspbq, c, cqq
“ ϕpa,w1pspbq, spbq, cqqq
“ ϕpw1pa, rpbq, rpbqq,w1pspbq, spbq, cqq
“ w1pϕpa, spbqq, ϕprpbq, spbqq, ϕprpbq, cqq
“ w1pαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq,

which proves that

w1pϕpa, cq, αpaq, βpbqq “ w2pαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq “ w1pϕ
1
pa, cq, αpaq, βpbqq

and

w2pβpbq, γpcq, ϕpa, cqq “ w1pαpaq, βpbq, γpcqq “ w2pβpbq, γpcq, ϕ1pa, cqq,

since both expressions only depend on αpaq, βpbq and γpcq. Hence by defi-
nition of W we have that ϕpa, cq “ ϕ1pa, cq for all pa, cq P AˆB C. �

We could actually leave out the middle equalities (the ones not involving
x and x1) in the quasi-identity and still obtain a weakly Mal’tsev quasivariety,
but the result of this procedure would be to small to include the following
example, so we are not sure that it wouldn’t force the quasivariety to become
Mal’tsev.
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a 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
b 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
c 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
x 1 2 2 - 1 1 1 2

Table 1: x is uniquely determined by a, b and c in A

a 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
b 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
c 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
x 1 2 3 2 - - 3 - - 1 1 3 1 2 3 3 3 - 1 2 1 2 - 2 1 2 3

Table 2: x is uniquely determined by a, b and c in B

Example 4.9. The example due to Mitschke [16] of a category which is
Goursat but not Mal’tsev may be modified using Proposition 4.8 to yield
an example of a category which is Goursat and weakly Mal’tsev but not
Mal’tsev. In fact, Proposition 4.8 makes it possible to construct such ex-
amples ad libitum.

Let the variety V consist of implication algebras, i.e., pI, ¨q which sat-
isfy

$

’

&

’

%

pxyqx “ x
pxyqy “ pyxqx
xpyzq “ ypxzq

where we write x ¨y “ xy. It is proved in [6, 16] that V is Goursat, and this is
easily checked using Proposition 4.3 as witnessed by the terms w1px, y, zq “
pzyqx and w2px, y, zq “ pxyqz. The further quasi-identity

pbaqx “ pabqc “ pbaqx1

pbcqx “ pcbqa “ pbcqx1

+

ñ x “ x1

determines a weakly Mal’tsev sub-quasivariety W of V by Proposition 4.8.
This quasivariety certainly stays Goursat, and the counterexample given in
the paper [16] still works to prove that W is not Mal’tsev.

Indeed, the implication algebras A “ t1, 2u and B “ t1, 2, 3u with re-
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spective multiplication tables

ˆ

1 2
1 1

˙

and

¨

˝

1 2 3
1 1 3
1 2 1

˛

‚

also belong to the quasivariety W : given any choice of a, b and c, the system
of equations

#

pbaqx “ pabqc
pbcqx “ pcbqa

either has no solution or just one, as pictured in Table 1 for the algebra A and
in Table 2 for B.

To see that the quasivariety W is not Mal’tsev, it now suffices to consider
the homomorphisms f , g : B Ñ A defined respectively by

f p1q “ f p2q “ 1, f p3q “ 2

and
gp1q “ gp3q “ 1, gp2q “ 2.

It is easy to check that the respective kernel relations R and S of f and g do
not commute: RS contains the element p3, 2q, but not p2, 3q, which is in S R.
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